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1.Sweta Singh  

 

With red gown she looks mind blowing  

As if an angel on Ganges bank glowing  

Her best performance she was showing  

Looking at her eyes do not wish blinking  

After interview for Sweta everyone thinking  

In Sweta beauty and brain is combining  

Gorgeous look is will be forever reminding  

Now she will have millions of following  

In the interview Sweta gave everything  

We love you Sweta you are really something. 

 

2.Colourful world 

 

The world is colourful  

So, it is very wonderful  

Don't make it painful  

Avoid act that's sinful  

Opportunities are plentiful  

Work hard to become powerful  

Always try to be skilful  

Never become harmful  

Let's make colour bountiful. 

 

3.Suicide  

 

Escape route of life suicide  

Weak, mad and escapist ride 

Suicide is goal offside  

Unethical society decide  

Everybody has to abide  

No remedy society can provide  



People's opinion so divide; 

Death is the end of every life 

Everyone wishes to bloom and strive  

But sometimes destiny strike  

Joy, smile, progress subside  

Only pain and darkness rise 

People forget family ties 

So took the path of suicide. 

 

4.Coma  

Sometimes I wish to go to coma 

Will be free from pain and trauma  

There will be no profit and loss 

Life will continue without any toss  

No difference of day and night 

No worry for wrong or right 

No one will come to make a fight 

There will be no more dreaming  

Yet time will say that I am living. 

 

5.Zebra  

 

The indomitable freedom  

Never allow to restrict movement  

Born free in the wild forever  

Taming by human allowed never 

Black and white stripes hover  

For pedestrian Zebra crossing remember  

Zebra is horse's cousin brother  

Yet totally different in character. 

 

 



6.Zeal  

 

In life don't give up zeal 

It makes colourful life's reel  

With zeal problems can be peel  

Enthusiasm every moment feel 

Problems and pain easily heal  

Zeal will not allow smile to kill 

With zeal succeed in all deal. 

 

7.Comfort  

 

All struggle in life is for comfort  

Hard work needed for its support  

For better comfort we need effort  

Without work comfort don't report  

For earning money comfort don't deport; 

Physical comfort money can buy  

For greed don't make mental comfort dry 

For money don't make health's fry 

In search of comfort you may have to cry. 

 

8.Comedy  

 

Entertainment to make audience laugh  

But for comedian’s life is very very tough  

Their day to day journey is too rough  

Hide tears behind the mask or smile  

People's clap inspires to travel many mile 

Always on move to make other happy  

As if comedians are society's puppy  

Our life is not a Shakespeare's comedy  

So, for entertainment we need somebody. 



9.Zero 

The digit without any value when alone  

But when with others it can clone 

Zero remains valuable in back foot  

In the front foot it has no root 

Babylonian, Mayan, Indian used zero first 

In modern mathematics zero is must 

Hero and zero two sides of the same coin 

Someone's victory another's fall zero join 

In modern science zero has great significance  

In everyday life also zero is equally important. 

10.Commando  

Endangering own life for others  

Commando always move forward  

When police can't control situation  

Commando can resolve with intuition  

Sophisticated weapons in hand 

Commandos are rigorously trained  

Commando protect society from evil 

In dealing terrorists, they are daredevil. 

11.Commentator 

Commentators are only narrator  

They are not society's actual mentor  

For money they roam in power corridor  

Real problems they rarely monitor; 

All commentators are not wise man 

Yet they have lot of followers and fan 

In search of controversy always ran 

Dispute, difference for them golden hen; 

However, commentators are needed in society  

They should bring people's issues to public politely  

Commentators behaviour should be humility  

With people they should always show solidarity. 

 



12.Commerce  

 

Richness lies in trade and commerce  

In business competition is fierce  

Without commerce money can't grow  

Development of country become slow  

With better commerce economy glow 

In commerce place to place money flow 

When commerce stops prices give blow  

Production and commerce keep prices low 

Ecommerce is now popular worldwide  

In your doorstep materials it provide. 

 

13/Commission  

 

Instrument of appointment in armed forces  

To earn commission middlemen races  

For misdeed commission of enquiry faces  

Brokers get commission from sellers  

Also never forget to collect it from buyers  

For commission lot of omission happens  

The word commission is full of suspense.  

 

14/Fani  

 

The cyclonic storm Fani is dangerous  

It's destructive power is tremendous  

To face it people never become nervous  

Good thing is it brings rain in surplus; 

Village, town Fani can destroy in moment  

Work to prevent destruction is comment  

Plant and trees have no other option  

They fall on ground without emotion  



We are helpless in front of angry nature  

To save nature everyone should take care. 

 

15/I want to follow my grandfather  

 

I want to be a green man 

Emitting less greenhouse gas 

Walking, cycling wherever I can  

If required sometimes I ran  

Less eating is good for health  

Boiled food save energy, wealth  

Two pairs of shoes are enough  

Regularly I can easily brush  

Three pairs of cloth enough for me 

Without burning candle I pray Thee  

I use LED to light my small house 

My sweat hand fan can douse  

Reduce, recycle, reuse my motto 

My grandfather I want to follow ditto. 

 

16/Laughter Day 

Smile, smile and make it laugh  

To laugh every day is not tough  

With smile you can't behave rough  

To throw anger laugh is enough; 

Laugh is good for heart and brain  

It can reduce anxiety and strain  

In hard times it brings enjoyable rain  

Laugh in the day is always a gain; 

Integral part of laugh is friend and joke  

Enmity smile and laugh can revoke  

Anger and quarrel laugh never provoke  

On laughter day barrier of division remove. 

 



17.Communal  

 

The early societies were communal  

Because development of society was plural  

For survival communalism necessity  

Tribal living was also communal society  

Religion divided man and social polity  

Caste, creed, colour, religion divisive force 

They always run the communal horse 

Nationalism sometimes turns communal  

Let new generation perform its funeral. 

 

18.Negative people  

 

Negative people try to pull me back  

But always I push their long neck 

They can't hold me to move ahead  

So now to face me they're ashamed  

In society negative people are in majority  

To pull down others is their priority  

They will never push anyone upward  

Neither they will ever try to move forward  

Negative people are destined to doom 

Never share with them your drawing room. 

 

19.Shillong  

 

Scotland of east Shillong is diminishing  

Lost somewhere the beauty mesmerising  

Population explosion is destroying hills 

In winter no more snow and thrills  

Vehicles are causing jams and pollution  

To save flora and fauna no solution  

In the evening no more sound of flute  



Everything internet and video game mute  

Shillong peak is standing as symbol of glory  

Nobody knows how to bring back old story. 

 

20.Communication  

 

Communication is uniting the world  

Every nook and corner in its fold 

To any place product can be sold  

Rail, road, air, water already there 

Information communication make them fair  

Your information with world you can now share 

Communication changed world to a global village  

In the desert for water no need to chase mirage  

Google map is always in the fingertip and handy  

Communication made the world traveller friendly. 

 

21.Communism  

 

The failed theory of Carl Marx  

Human greed is the crux  

Man can't live by bread alone 

From many countries’ communism gone 

A good theory of social governance  

Yet majority people dislike its fragrance  

People like freedom not dictatorship  

One of the basic instincts of man is gossip  

China, Cuba still holding communism  

So, in those countries no communalism. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



22.Modified India  

 

As if India have only one issue called Modi 

The entire opposition has become rowdy  

Before Modi India was heaven with joy  

Rahul and rich kids used to play toy  

Modi came to power and destroy  

Forced heir apparent to become boy 

All the slaves are now abusing one man 

Every slave tries to prove he is the best fan 

Illogical people still shout dynasty is good  

For illiterate people democracy is bad food 

But enlighten Indian know which side to stood. 

 

23.Companion  

 

Without companion you can't express your opinion  

Tell me your companion I will tell yor character;  

If you run fast your companion must be horse  

With birds you can take in the sky a flying course; 

Companion determines many a time direction of life 

With good companion for excellence you strive; 

Never make negative people your companion  

In life you can't face hurdle to become a champion; 

For gossip, back biting companion are abundant  

But to hold your hands during bad days most are reluctant; 

Companion can make or break your life silently  

Avoid bad, jealous and negative companion politely. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



24.Don't worry for future  

 

We don't know what will happen tomorrow  

Why spoil today thinking future sorrow  

When future comes it may unfold surprises  

Life maybe full of opportunities and choices  

Beautiful today is the tomorrow's gateway  

Unknown future years are distant faraway  

Enjoy today, enjoy the present moment  

Future will certainly come in better format. 

 

25.Compare  

 

Don't compare yourself with friends and neighbour  

You will remain unhappy in life forever  

Compare your present performance with previous one 

Towards success a better job you have done  

Comparing with others will make you jealous  

Inferiority complex will make your performance callous  

Grass on the other side of the fence is always green  

Own potential and virtues difficult to be seen 

People will never gossip your hidden virtue or encourage  

Never compare, just improve performance with courage. 

 

26.I pray for my leg puller  

 

I pray for the leg puller  

He becomes Max Muller  

One day become great ruler; 

Let he learns to fly high 

One day he should touch sky 

From distance I will say bye; 

He should get the magic lamp  

Whole world become his ramp 



Outside his palace let be my camp; 

Happiness and joy shower him 

Let him eat the best cream 

Looking at his smile I will dream; 

To pull my leg he will be ashamed  

My great friend he will be named  

His photo in my home will be framed. 

 
 
 
27.Radar  

 

In air aviation radar is father  

Without it planes in hanger  

For ground control radar is must 

With radio amplification it works fast  

Cloud can't make radar to bust  

Modi made a small mistake just 

He was not a science student in past  

So, to help him your vote please cast 

After election he will clean all dust. 

 

28.Compass  

 

Compass was once best friend of sailor 

Many a time to reach destination failure  

Compass can show only South and North  

Yet for sailors’ compass had high worth  

For decades compass showed the path  

In many islands Columbus swims and bath 

In desert and forests also compass needed  

To make compass redundant GPS succeeded. 

 

 



29.Uncertainty is beauty  

Uncertainty is the core of life 

Longevity is only hope and hype  

You may die before you ripe  

Beauty of life is its uncertainty  

Why spoil life working for longevity  

Smile and enjoy the present moment  

Don't bother for your doctor's comment  

Dine, wine and dance in the beach  

Despite uncertainty make today rich  

Death may come without any warning 

No one can claim I will see next morning. 

 

30.Competitive edge  

Competitive edge brings success  

With better edge fight the toughest  

Swiss knife has better cutting edge 

That is why for it people have craze 

Competitive edge gives better speed  

For success, advantage everybody need 

Sharpen your cutting edge with practice  

Your success rate will firmly mortice 

 

31.Compliment  

 

Always compliment others good virtue  

Your wishes for happiness will come true  

Compliment energises human mind  

To move forward courage they will find 

Complimentary gifts give people smile  

Compliment remains in memory file 

Reciprocal is the nature of compliment  

Your positive attitude it will supplement. 



32.Complex  

 

Life is a very very complex phenomenon  

Too many permutation and combination  

To make it simple you need determination  

Ego and greed bring complexity to life 

With good health beautiful body can strive  

The human body is a complex mechanism 

To the life complex mind bring cynicism  

Complex algorithms difficult to understand  

For peaceful life complexity to be forbidden  

Simple living high thinking is the best option  

Complex life is full of sorrow and pollution. 

 

33.Computer  

 

The computing machine changed the world  

All activities of mankind are now in its fold  

Among all gadget computer is very bold 

Every day in the market thousands are sold 

With love and care every student hold; 

Like fire and wheel computer is game changer  

Progress of civilization it has made stronger  

No need to depend on human memory for longer  

Typing and sharing computer made simpler  

Computer is the twenty first century knowledge bringer. 

 

34.Concentrate  

 

Focus and attention can concentrate idea  

Don't focus dilute thing in viral media  

Concentrate acid can melt iron and gold 

Concentrate mind will make you bold 



To reach your goal concentrate your work  

Concentration will open the hardest lock 

With concentration easily cross toughest block 

Concentration will give determination and confidence  

Success and failure in life are mere coincidence. 

 

35.Messenger of peace  

 

Buddha the messenger of peace  

To the world nonviolence he teach  

All nook and corner his message reach  

Millions of people now Buddhism preach; 

Buddha gave noble eightfold path to practice  

To the mankind his teaching can give justice  

Buddhism follow the middle path without friction  

The noble eightfold path leads to liberation  

Right view, right intention, right speech, right action 

Right livelihood, effort, mindfulness, samadhi give salvation  

In today's world Buddhism became more pertinent  

Let us make Buddha's noble eightfold path more prominent. 

 

36.Beauty  

 

When I see her beauty with a smile  

My heart leaps up in jovial mood  

Good morning come as delicious food  

Whole day my mind can't become rude  

The sun rises in the morning with beauty  

To make the day beautiful is our duty 

Beauty and ugliness state of the mind  

In a smile everywhere beauty you can find. 

 

 



37.Enjoy with smile  

We can't go back 

We can only look back 

We can't bring back  

We can only think back  

Don't waste the beautiful moment  

Enjoy with smile and good comment 

Within a minute it will be past 

In the history of time remain as dust  

Never allow the present moment to rust 

Before time comes, your impression cast 

Any moment rainbow bubble may burst. 

 

38.The Dog 

The sporting jovial creature  

Not simply an ordinary animal  

Companion of man from time immemorial  

The best friend saved many a man 

Sniffer dogs everyone can't train  

For master dog can give own life 

Never divorce like unfaithful wife 

The dog is a wonderful creation of God  

If you reverse God it becomes Dog. 

 

39.Concrete  

 

Mixture of cement, stone, sand and water  

The hard material can withstand weather  

Concrete buildings can last longer  

Yet they can't stand on earth forever  

Earthquake, tsunami can easily bundle  

In nature cities are now concrete jungle  



Every country skyscrapers twinkle  

In construction it is time to be humble  

Preserving nature should be preamble. 

 

40.Conductor  

 

Good conductor can carry heat and electricity  

Consumption of electricity is sign of prosperity  

In the best orchestra conductor know nitty-gritty  

A bus conductor is known by his integrity  

For smooth functioning of society good conductor is necessity  

To spread electrical network conductor is priority. 

 

41.Conference  

 

Eat, drink and roam with company money  

Everybody like conference journey  

No work and pressure from boss  

In the evening no deadline to cross; 

Post lunch you can skip easily  

Many participants sleep silently  

The speaker woke up them politely  

In conference no one react violently; 

Topic of conference less important  

Food and entertainment omnipotent  

Memento and gifts make conference great 

In complex presentations everyone late. 

 

42.Conflict  

 

Conflict is the law of nature  

Conflict will remain forever  



Without friction you can't lit fire 

Wheel need friction and gear  

Civilization progress through conflict  

In history we can see it distinct  

Conflict in society should not blow  

It can destroy society's glow 

Resolution of conflict will give better world  

Conflict resolution will make mankind bold. 

 

43.Confidence  

Positive feeling arising from own abilities  

Confidence give strength to capabilities  

Confidence gives unstoppable progress 

Courage and confidence key to success  

Confidence motivates to perform better  

To achieve goals one can move faster 

No confidence push government to fall 

Only confidence allow people to stand tall. 

 

44.Confused  

 

Never become confused  

Success will be refused  

Dilemma should be defused  

Time not to be misused  

Money should not be misused  

Resources should be reused  

No one should be abused  

Distressed one should be rescued  

In cross road of life not to be confused. 

 

 



45.Consensus  

 

Consensus can't be arrived at Congress  

Without consensus society has to progress  

If we wait for consensus, we miss success; 

People's minds are varied and diverse  

Many a man many a mind law of universe  

In the hope of consensus people polarise; 

Consensus is welcome if it is natural  

Otherwise always accept the plural  

Division will be there urban and rural. 

 

46.Pseudo secularism  

 

No one is secular by heart  

Secularism is only a flirt  

Inside mind religious dirt  

Religion is society's part; 

Secularism is only a mask  

Power politics is the task 

Minority appeasement must  

People push secularism to rust; 

Islam never support secularism  

Hajarat was against pluralism  

Secularism is nothing but cynicism  

Above religion there is only humanism; 

No Islamic country is secular  

They are all by religion unipolar  

Communist claim proletariat are ruler  

Secularists in India are jocker. 

 

 

 



47.Election Gone 

 

Election has gone  

Result we have done  

Now competitor none 

Let Prime Minister run 

On PM no more dirty fun; 

It is now time to work 

To break the poverty rock  

Whole nation to be flock  

Captain will steer to dock  

It is not the time to mock; 

Best leader is now driving  

For excellence nation is striving  

No need for any more backbiting  

Let us work together for strengthening  

If we work hard India will be shining. 

 

48.Constitution  

 

Constitution make nation an institution  

Fundamental principles are the intuition  

Constitution is the backbone of all law 

Through constitution law of land grow  

Without constitution democracy impossible  

Constitution make democratic process workable 

Constitution is supreme in all democracy  

Without constitution country become autocracy. 

 

 

 

 

 



49.Content  

 

When we are content  

Greed becomes impotent  

Life becomes solvent  

Anxiety, tension remain dormant  

Health give supplement  

We enjoy every moment  

Mind is full of good comment  

Work becomes benevolent  

Thank you omnipotent. 

 

50.Constant  

 

Nothing is constant in universe  

Except the omnipotent  

Change is the law of nature  

The sun will not remain forever  

Decay is every moment there  

Everything relative when compared  

Even our solar system is endangered  

In science constants are for calculation  

Nothing constant in real circulation. 

 

51.Longevity is not the yardstick  

 

Butterfly and rainbow don't last long 

Yet their presence is very strong 

In few minutes ends a melodious song  

The longevity is not the true yardstick  

If you remain alive lame duck and sick  

Make others to smile like butterfly  

Your pleasure and joy will touch sky 



In the hearts of people rainbow never dry 

When you depart with affection people will cry. 

 

 

52.When the sun is bright  

 

The green grass and butterfly 

Look at the rainbow and blue sky 

The nightingale and cuckoo sing well  

See the full moon and beauty of life feel; 

The heavenly beauty of the smile  

Sea beaches spreading thousands of mile 

Keep every beautiful moment in memory file 

No need to run in the darkness of night 

Enjoy the beauty when the sun is bright. 

 

53.Beautiful today 

 

The first glimpses of sun 

Remind me it is time to run 

The beautiful day brings fun  

Yesterday day has gone  

Tomorrow may be none  

Today's journey must be done; 

Today is the most beautiful day 

Looking to sunshine I can say 

For the wonderful day no need to pay 

God has given free rainbow ray  

Time will give a new better way 

It is my duty to make a good today. 

 

54.Today is mine  

 

Dine and wine 



Evening is fine  

Sit below pine  

Near flow Rhine  

Look at the vine  

Night will shine 

Friends will line 

Together we will dine 

It is already nine 

Today is mine. 

 

 

55.Don't forget the rung  

 

In the ladder of success  

Every rung is progress  

Step boldly don't regress  

Slip may cause distress  

Time may not keep mattress; 

While going up remember the rung 

A grateful word will not cost your tongue  

Your greatness they will always sung  

Even in failure rung will keep you hung  

You will be able to breathe with lung. 

 

 

56.Final corollary  

 

We are travellers for few days 

So, look towards the light rays  

Enjoy the beauty even in full moon  

You may have to deport very soon;  

No need to question why we came 

Soon will fade your beauty and fame 

Move forward before you are lame  



In the graveyard all will be same; 

Truth and love are the coronary  

Wealth, youth, success all temporary  

In the journey only time is contemporary  

Graveyard is all traveller’s final corollary. 

 

57.Indian democracy  

 

Literacy rate may be low 

But in heart democracy flow 

Every election democracy grow 

Government people can throw  

Selecting best people know 

Good government win in row 

Democracy Indian people know  

To pressure they never bow. 

 

58.When Jesus in heart 

 

When Jesus is in heart  

You look bold and smart  

Big venture you can start  

Your mind sin can't dirt  

The world is your mart; 

When Jesus is in heart  

You can carry pain cart  

The devil can't hurt  

Generosity your chart  

Peace become life's part. 

 

 

 

 

 



59.Continent  

 

Asia, Africa, America, Australia, Europe 

Continents are bonded by humanity rope  

In Vatican live our beloved Pope  

Jesus's teaching is our only hope  

With destructive forces we have to cope; 

Continent are only man-made division  

Again, there are countries provision  

Caste, creed, colour so many emission  

Everywhere divisive submission  

Love and brotherhood now in omission; 

Continent is needed for geography  

Division should not be our philosophy  

All humans are of the same biology  

One world should be mankind's ideology  

Jesus gave to humanity best theology. 

 
 
 

60.One night's guest  

 

In search of nectar  

We fly in the morning  

Looking flowers at surrounding  

Coming and going all are busy  

Nobody has time to rest  

Before Sunset to collect best 

In the evening must return to nest 

Our nectar future will taste  

In this world we are one night's guest. 

 


